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Summary:  

Developmental variation in brain-wiring contributes to behavioural individuality1,2. 
However, how and when individualized wiring diagrams emerge and become stable during 
development remains largely unknown. Here, we explored axon targeting dynamics in 
individual brains using live-imaging of a developing Drosophila visual circuit and discovered 
that targeting choice is an algorithmic multi-step growth process with variable outcomes. Using 
optogenetics, we found that temporally restricted Notch lateral-inhibition defines a subset of 
neurons with a probabilistic potential to innervate distal targets. Next, axons from NotchOFF 
neurons amplify into long actin-rich multi-fibre structures necessary for distal growth. A subset 
of these NotchOFF neurons create distal targeting axons by stabilizing microtubule growth in 
one of their actin fibres. Amplified axons without tubulin-stabilized fibres retract, resulting in 
the stochastic selection of a different number of distal targeting axons in each brain. 
Pharmacological microtubule destabilization suffices to inhibit this targeting. We observed a 
similar axonal amplification-stabilization process in the developing chick spinal cord, 
suggesting a conserved mechanism. Finally, early microtubule patterns predict the adult brain-
wiring of an individual in a target-independent manner prior to synapse formation3,4. Thus, we 
show that a temporal succession of genetically encoded stochastic processes explains the 
emergence of individual wiring variation. 
 
One-Sentence Summary: The temporal succession of stochastic developmental processes 
explains the emergence of individual wiring variation. 
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Although brain-wiring patterns are similar between individuals, they are not identical. 
In all animals, including humans, structural variation between individuals sharing the same 
genetic and environmental background, and between the two hemispheres of the same brain, 
ensures behavioural individuality5–7 while maintaining the population around an optimal mean 
for niche exploitation8,9. Drosophila melanogaster is a powerful model to investigate stochastic 
variation10, individual behaviour11,12 and the relationship between the two2,12–15. Asymmetry in 
the Drosophila central nervous system has an impact on individual long-term memory13. 
Structural variations in a group of higher order neurons, called Dorsal Cluster Neurons 
(DCNs)/LC14 in the Drosophila visual system lead to individuality in visual response 
behaviour2. These neurons are divided in two sub-types: the lobula targeting DCNs (L-DCNs) 
and the medulla targeting DCNs (M-DCNs) (Figure 1A, B). While we previously showed that 
within a DCN lineage, sub-fates are established post-mitotically1, it is unclear when, where and 
how during development DCN neurons become irreversibly committed to their sub-fate as L- 
or M- DCNs. The distinction between these two subtypes requires Notch signalling. However, 
while Notch activation prevents the innervation of the medulla in adult brains, Notch loss of 
function does not deterministically convert an immature DCN into a M-DCN. Rather, NotchOFF 
status only increases the probability of innervating the medulla from ~25% to ~60%1. Thus, 
Notch signalling is a necessary but not sufficient step in DCN wiring specificity indicating that 
at least one further selection step is required to generate the final adult wiring pattern. What the 
potential second selection step is, how it relates to Notch activity, and how and when it 
contributes to the stabilization of axon targeting during development is unknown. 

 

Axon targeting decision occurs prior distal target innervation 

L- and M- DCNs are defined by their final axonal targeting area. Each DCN projects a 
single axon towards the contralateral optic lobe to target two alternative regions1,16–18. Within 
the optic lobe, L-DCN axons terminate in the anterior lobula (Figure 1A, C-D), while M-DCN 
axons additionally cross the optic chiasma between the lobula (Lo) and lobula plate (LP) 
(Figure 1B-D”) to innervate posterior-lateral LP targets and then terminally project in several 
layers of the posterior medulla (Figure 1C-C’)19. All DCNs are generated from a common 
progenitor16,17. L- and M-DCN sub-fates emerge at least in part through a cell-based 
competition from a pool of immature DCNs, with a minority of DCNs targeting the medulla1. 
We sought to understand when, where and how this post-mitotic sub-fate choice is made during 
development. 

Two different strategies20 could explain medulla innervation by a DCN axon. In the case 
of a target-dependent mechanism, DCN axons would first reach distal targets and then retract 
if they do not find their medulla post-synaptic partners. In a target-independent mechanism, 
medulla targeting commitment would occur prior to axons reaching the medulla. In order to 
discriminate between these two models, we genetically tagged DCNs16 with two copies of the 
bright CD4-tdGFP21 and live-imaged the development of DCN axons using intravital 2-photon 
microscopy in intact animals22 (Figure 1F). We first determined the developmental sequence 
of the DCN target innervation starting from the end of lobula innervation at 30 hours after pupa 
formation (hAPF) onward (Figure 1E, G; Figure S1A). From 36hAPF, DCN axons reach the 
intermediate target: the lobula plate (LP), to finally commence medulla innervation around 
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40hAPF (Figure 1E-E”). We found that the future M-DCN pattern became discernible at 44-
50hAPF, suggesting the medulla targeting decision occurred before this time point (Figure 1H, 
S1B-C; Movie S1). We took advantage of imaging intact animals to identify the fate of 
developing axons by comparing this stable developmental stage (44-50hAPF) with the final 
adult pattern and backtracking DCN axon behaviour within the lobula/lobula plate chiasma 
throughout development in individual flies (Figure 1G, 1H, Figure S1B-D). We found that 
future medulla targeting axons extended to the lobula plate and medulla, and never retracted to 
the lobula. On the other hand, future lobula targeting axons extended into in the chiasma but 
did not innervate the lobula plate nor the medulla (Figure 1H-I, S1D-E, S1G). Finally, by 
tracking medulla targeting and lobula targeting axons, we found that the final number of 
medulla targeting axons in the chiasma area in each individual is reached before medulla 
innervation (40hAPF) (Figure 1H, S1D). Thus, DCN axon targeting decision is target 
independent and occurs prior to lobula plate and medulla innervation. 

 

Transient axon amplification is necessary but not sufficient for distal 
targeting 

We then asked what – if anything – distinguishes future L-DCN from M-DCN axons 
during development. We found DCN axons form two types of dynamic developmental 
structures during their extension in the chiasma (Figure 2A-B; Movie S2): single fibres that 
grow into the chiasm and retract back to the lobula (Figure 2A-B, S1E, S1G), and multi-fibre 
structures that eventually resolve into single fibres (Figure 2B, 2E, S1E-F). While some multi-
fibre structures extend in the chiasma and then retract to the lobula (Figure 2A, S1G), others 
lead to medulla targeting axons (Figure 2A, 2C, S1E, S1G; Movie S2-S3). The complexity of 
multi-fibre structures is reduced through development (Figure S2E) with the stabilization of 
one (82%) or occasionally two (18%) fibres as the future medulla-targeting axon (Figure 2A, 
2C-D, S1E-F, S1H). This suggests that while a single fibre is not sufficient, the formation of 
multi-fibre structures is a necessary but insufficient prerequisite of medulla targeting (Figure 
2E). 

To dissect the formation these multi-fibre structures at an higher spatio-temporal 
resolution, we generated GFP-labeled single-cell clones and performed live imaging in ex-vivo 
brain explants (Figure 2G-I)23. We found that individual axons can amplify to form these multi-
fibre structures in the chiasma (Figure 2F, 2H; Movie S4). We additionally found a population 
of DCN axons that locally explores the lobula, do not amplify in the chiasma, and sends unstable 
individual fibres into the chiasma (Figure 2I; Movie S5). These data indicate that an early 
developmental step controls this axonal amplification in the chiasma and maintains a pool of 
axons in the lobula during development. 

 

Notch signalling temporally restricts axonal amplification 

We investigated how these two axonal behaviours are regulated. Live imaging showed 
that two types of structures fail to reach the medulla: single fibres emanating out of the lobula, 
and a subset of multi-fibre structures that retract back from the chiasma (Figure 2A-C, S1E-
G; Movie S3). We previously showed that constitutive activation of Notch leads to an absence 
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of medulla innervation in adult brains (Figure 3A)1. To determine how Notch activation 
impacts on DCN axon dynamics, we expressed an activated form of the Notch receptor in 
immature DCNs and tracked axon behaviour using intravital imaging. We found that while 
short individual fibres still extend into the chiasma from 30hAPF, no multi-fibre structures were 
observed, suggesting Notch activation prevents axon amplification and maintains axons in the 
lobula (Figure 3B; Movie S6). We then asked whether Notch activation could also trigger axon 
retraction from the chiasma. We optogenetically24 activated Notch before and/or after the 
formation of multi-fibre structures in the chiasma (Figure 3C-J). While activation throughout 
development and before axon extension in the chiasma prevented medulla innervation (Figure 
3C, F-G), activation during and after the formation of the multi-fibre structures did not (Figure 
3C, H-J). We then expressed an activated form of Notch receptor using a post-specification M-
DCN GAL4 driver (VT037804) 2 and found that a Notch overactivation was not sufficient to 
revert a committed M-DCN into a lobula targeting neuron (Figure S1I-J). These data suggest 
that when DCN axons innervate the lobula from 0hAPF to 30hAPF, an early developmental 
step through Notch activation maintains a pool of axons in the lobula, while only NotchOFF 
DCNs extend and amplify in the chiasma. 
 We then investigated the link between NotchOFF status and axon amplification during 
development. Notch knockdown in DCNs led to more medulla innervation in the final adult 
DCN pattern1 (Figure 3K-L’, M) and a corresponding increase in multi-fibre structures at 
36hAPF (Figure 3N-O’; P), with no effect on the number of fibres per multi-fibre structures 
(Figure S1K). All together our data so far show that lateral inhibition among DCNs1 defines 
two subpopulations: NotchON cells pre-committed to L-DCN fate and NotchOFF cells, which 
amplify axons in the chiasma. However, only a subset of these NotchOFF cells eventually 
becomes M-DCNs (Figure 2C; S1G)1, indicating the final selection of M-DCN fate requires 
further developmental steps. 
 
Microtubule growth selects future distal targeting axons 

Although axon amplification correlates with DCN axon growth in the chiasma, our data 
indicate that stabilization of a single fibre within some of these structures is crucial for medulla 
innervation (Figure S1G; Movie S3). To address this, we genetically labeled filamentous actin 
(F-Actin) using LifeAct25 and microtubules with the alpha-Tubulin84B subunit fused with GFP 
(Tubulin-GFP)26, specifically in DCNs. F-Actin is present in all fibres of an amplified axon 
(Figure 4A). In contrast, Tubulin levels varied in time and space. An initially thick tubulin 
network at the base of the multi-fibre structure splits into two or more fibres, most with low 
intensity that grow, retract and eventually resorb (Figure 4C-D, S2A-B; Movie S7-S8), and 
occasionally one with high intensity in a single fibre (TubGFP+), which grows and never retracts 
(Figure 4B-D, S2B; Movie S8-S9). We observed a similar transient axonal amplification 
phenomenon during floor plate crossing of dI1 axons in chicken embryo spinal cord27. While 
crossing the midline, dI1 axons transiently split into two branches; one branch later retracts, 
while the other stabilizes and grows (Movie S10). Live imaging of Tubulin dynamics in ex-
vivo intact spinal cords revealed that a microtubule network splits and invades both branches. 
Tubulin then gradually disappears from one branch prior its full retraction, accumulates and 
stabilizes in the other branch that continues to grow (Figure S2C; Movie S11). Thus, a similar 
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tubulin-based axonal fibre selection process also underlies floor plate crossing with the growth 

and stabilization of one single axonal fibre. 

Our analysis of microtubule dynamics during DCN outgrowth showed that some multi-

fibre structures contain a Tubulin-rich fibre (TubGFP+) that never retracts. We thus asked 

whether this one fibre is selected to become the future M-DCN axon. Using live imaging, we 

found that the number of fibres containing stable Tubulin gradually increases through 

development (Figure 4D-E) until ~36hAPF when it stabilizes, while the total number of fibres 

decreases due to resorption back to the lobula (Figure S2D). The number of these stable 

TubGFP+ fibres at ~36hAPF precisely predicts the number of adult medulla targeting axons in 

each individual (Figure 4F-H, S2E), well before medulla innervation and synaptogenesis 

(50hAPF)3,4. We tested the idea that dynamic microtubule stabilization prior to ~36APF is 

necessary for medulla targeting by treating ex-vivo cultured brains with Nocodazole between 

30hAPF and 36hAPF (Figure 4I-M). This led to a decrease in both TubGFP+ fibres (Figure 4L) 
as well as the total number of fibres in the chiasma compared to controls (Figure 4M, S3A-G; 
Movie S12-S13). In contrast, Nocodazole treatment at 48hAPF after the stabilization of the 

final pattern did not affect the number of medulla targeting axons, suggesting that microtubule 

stabilization is irreversible after this point (Figure S3H-M). 

 

Discussion 
Our work addresses the question of the developmental origin of structural variation in 

adult brain wiring and shows that they emerge from a series of dynamic stochastic 

developmental processes. Within the fly visual system, the Dorsal Cluster Neuron (DCN/LC14) 

wiring diagram varies between the left and right hemispheres and among isogenic flies leading 

to individualized object response behaviour2. This variation relies on a differential innervation 

of proximal (lobula) versus distal (medulla) optic lobe neuropils by DCN axons. We previously 

showed that the probability of a DCN axon to target the medulla involves Notch cell-based 

competition between post-mitotic immature DCNs and is not instructed by lineage inherited 

factors1. Our current work highlights two successive stochastic developmental decision steps 

distinct in space and time, through which DCNs progressively lose their potential to target the 

medulla. First, while DCN axons are still in the lobula, the stochastic activation of Notch 

(NotchON) maintains the majority of axons in there lobula, while NotchOFF status permits 

formation of transient amplifying structures in the chiasma. Secondly, in a Notch-independent 

step, microtubules stabilize an individual fibre, or two in 20% of cases, within some of the 

NotchOFF amplified axon, while the remaining fibres resorb. This leads to medulla innervation 

by single axons of small subset of DCNs, that thus become M-DCNs. Importantly, the statistical 

distribution of 0 to 2 selected axons from a given neuron underscores the probabilistic nature 

of the underlying selection process. 

 

While Notch activation is sufficient to instruct the L-DCN fate, hence preventing the 

formation of M-DCNs, it did not induce the retraction of an amplifying axon, nor reverse a M-

DCN committed axon. Through the course of axon development, a plethora of signals 

modulates the intrinsic states of an immature neuron until it reaches its final state28. For DCNs 

in particular, JNK signalling acts downstream of Notch to impact DCN medulla innervation 

potential1 and is additionally modulated by Wnt and FGF signalling18. We imagine that while 
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a DCN axon grows in an external space of potential targets, it also navigates its intrinsic 
temporal states. Therefore, the spatio-temporally sequential activation of various locally 
derived signals, like Wnt and FGF among many others, would make a DCN non-responsive to 
further Notch activation and thus explain why specific signals can only act in specific temporal 
windows. 
 

During the second phase of medulla targeting, we showed NotchOFF DCN axons amplify 
into several long parallel actin-rich fibres generated from single cells. The formation of such 
axonal structures is not restricted to the DCN27,29–31. Mouse retinal ganglion cell axons display 
similar elongated growth cone (40µm) when navigating along the optic nerve31. Growth cones 
of dI1 neuron in the embryonic chicken spinal cord transiently amplify while crossing the floor 
plate (FP)27. This conserved growth cone behaviour may be induced by a change in substrate, 
when growth cones migrate from a dense neuropile to a sparser environment organized in “open 
channels”32,33. This radical change in morphology may also reflect a bet-hedging strategy as a 
growth cone crosses a non-adhesive environment, whereby the extension of multiple long 
parallel filopodia in the same direction would increase the probability of at least one fibre 
reaching the more adhesive target34. Similar to Drosophila DCNs, one fibre of the chick embryo 
spinal cord splitting axon is selected through microtubule stabilization, suggesting that 
microtubule-based axon amplification and stabilization is a conserved targeting mechanism. 
 

Overall, our work supports a model (Figure 5) whereby the final innervation pattern, 
and thus the stabilization of a terminal fate of a neuron, emerges gradually in each brain through 
a process of genetically encoded algorithmic growth where the output of each step provides the 
input for a subsequent, but mechanistically independent 35. Consistent with this concept, early 
acting Notch activity defines the initial choice between L-DCNs and potential future M-DCNs, 
but is no longer required for the final selection of M-DCN axons. Conversely, late 
destabilization of tubulin reduces final medulla innervation, but does not prevent initial Notch-
dependent entry into the chiasm. Perhaps most remarkably, we find that the final innervation 
pattern is variable across individual brains, cannot be precisely predicted from the mechanism, 
and must be actually observed until it is stabilized, consistent with the most salient prediction 
of the concept of wiring by algorithmic growth36. 
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Figures & legends 

 
Fig. 1. DCN Target choice precedes distal target innervation. (A–B) Single cell clones 
(magenta) of (A, A’) lobula targeting DCN (L-DCN) and (B, B’) medulla targeting DCN (M-
DCN). White star: Lobula plate (LP). Arrowhead: lobula (Lo) and medulla (Me) innervations. 
White arrow: optic chiasma between the Lo and LP. Yellow arrow (High magnification): 
Chiasma. (C-D) Adult DCN innervation path in the optic lobe from (C) Dorsal and (D) 
Posterior view. (C’) M-DCN axons cross the chiasma in one plane (White arrow) to innervate 
the LP (black star) an Me. (D’-D”) M-DCN axons are organized in a fan-like shape along the 
Dorso-Ventral axis. Green: DCNs (CD4-tdGFP). Neuropile, N-Cadherin (N-Cad, magenta). 
Cell bodies (DAPI, blue). White arrow: Chiasma. (E-E’’’) Schematic of the sequential DCN 
target innervation: lobula (Lo), lobula plate (LP, yellow arrow) and medulla (Me, blue arrow). 
(F) Intravital imaging settings of the intact pupae. (G) Intravital live imaging of DCN axon 
development and the final adult pattern. Green: DCNs (CD4-tdGFP). Medulla targeting 
structures (gray circle) lobula targeting structures (white circle) (H) Number of lobula targeting 
and medulla targeting axonal structures through time from live imaging data. (I) Length of 
lobula and medulla targeting axonal structures through time from live imaging data. Scale bars 
(A-B):50µm and 20 µm; (C’)20µm; (D’)30µm; (G)20µm. 
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Fig. 2. Single DCN axons amplify to form multi-fibre structures that are necessary but 
not sufficient for medulla targeting. (A) Intravital Imaging of developing DCN axons 
extending in the chiasma from the lobula (Lo), toward the lobula plate (LP). Medulla targeting 
structures (gray circle, Yellow arrow) lobula targeting structures (white circle, magenta arrow). 
Green: DCNs (CD4-tdGFP). (B-D) Single and multi-fibre structures were tracked over time 
during intravital live-imaging (B) and defined a posteriori as medulla or lobula targeting (C) 
based on the final adult pattern (D). (E) DCN multi fibre structures correlate with medulla 
targeting (Yellow arrow), while both multi- and single axonal fibre structures (magenta arrow) 
retract to the lobula. (F) Fixed imaging of a DCN amplifying axon clone (green). Magenta: 
CD4-tdGFP. (G) Schematic of the ex-vivo brain culture set up. (H) Ex-vivo live imaging of an 
amplifying DCN axon clone extending in the chiasma and (I) of a lobula exploring DCN axon 
clone. In green: DCN clone. Magenta: CD4-tdGFP. Scale bars: (A)10µm; (F)10µm; (H-I)30µm 
and 10µm. 
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Fig. 3. Notch signalling temporally restricts axonal amplification. (A) Constitutive 
activation of Notch receptor (NotchAct) during DCN development leads to an absence of 
medulla (Me) innervation in adult. Green: CD4-tdGFP. Neuropile, N-Cadherin (N-Cad, 
magenta). (B ) Chiasma view during intravital live imaging of developing DCNs upon Notch 
overactivation (NotchAct). White arrow heads: Single axonal fibres. (C-J) Optogenetic temporal 
activation of Notch signalling pathway during DCN development. (C) Quantification of the 
number of axonal fibres per lobes upon a temporal activation of the Notch receptor. Mann-
Whitney-Wilcoxon test: (*) p<0.05. Red star: Mean. (D) The split.LEXA-CRY system was 
activated through blue light exposure (Blue line) to trigger the expression of a constitutive 
active form of the Notch receptor (NICD) in the DCN (F-G) before axon amplification (0hAPF 
or 10hAPF) or (H-J) during/after axon amplification (30hAPF or 48hAPF) in the chiasma..(E) 
As a control, a constant blue light exposure of individual without Notch intracellular domain 
(NICD) transgene (LexACRY) was used. Yellow arrow: chiasma. Blue arrow: medulla. (K-P) 
Tracking of the DCN single (blue) and multi- (magenta) axonal fibres in the chiasma (K-L) in 
adult and (N-O’) during development – 36hAPF upon NotchRNAi compared to control (Ctrl) 
Green: CD4-tdGFP. (P) Quantification of the M-DCN axons per lobe in adult brains and (P) 
Quantification of the number of multi-fibre structures per lobe at 36hAPF in control vs 
NotchRNAi. Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test: (***) p<0.005. (****) p<0.001. Red star: Mean. 
Scale bars: (A)30µm; (B)15µm; (E-J)30µm; (K-l, N-O)20µm. 
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Fig. 4. Microtubule growth selects future M-DCN axons. (A-C) DCN amplifying axons in 
fixed developing brains (A) F-Actin (LifeAct, magenta) is present in all fibres of a DCN 
amplifying axon. Membrane (CD4-tdGFP, green). (B) An amplifying axon contains two 
intensity levels of microtubules (green): a high amount of microtubule (white arrow) in one 
fibre, while the others have low amount of microtubule (black arrow). Actin: in magenta. (C) 
Single cell clone of an amplifying DCN axon (in magenta). Tubulin filaments (in green) 
innervate one of fibre of the amplifying axon (white arrow). (D) Ex-vivo brain culture live 
imaging of extending DCN amplifying axon shows microtubule fibres (white arrow) gradually 
extends and does not retract in the chiasma. Dynamic fibres with low amount of tubulin (black 
arrow) precede the microtubule fibre. Green: Tubulin, magenta: membrane. (E) Quantification 
of the total number of axonal fibres and tubulin fibres (TubGFP+) through time. (F-H) 
Quantification of microtubule fibres (in green, Tubulin) in the chiasma at 36hAPF (F-F’, H) 
and in adult (G-G’, H) shows a similar number of microtubule fibres. (I-N) Microtubule 
destabilization from 30hAFP to 36hhAPF reduces axon extension. Green: Tubulin, magenta: 
membrane (CD4-tdGFP). (L) Quantification of the number of tubulin fibres and (M) the total 
number of fibres per lobe in the chiasma in control (DMSO) vs Nocodazole treatment (Ncdzl). 
Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test: (***) p<0.005. Red star: Mean. 
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Fig. 5. Model. A developmental succession of probabilistic steps creates individualized 
axonal wiring patterns. First, Notch lateral inhibition between immature post-mitotic DCNs 
defines which axons stay in the lobula (NOTCHON). The second selection step relies on the 
capacity for the remaining NotchOFF DCNs to amplify and form multi-fibre structures in the 
chiasma. Finally, a stochastic microtubule-dependent process selects one fibre from an 
amplifying axon as the future M-DCN axon shaft. 
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Material and Methods 

 
Fly stocks and experiments – For all experiments, pupae were aged at 25°C and female 
Drosophila melanogaster were selected at 0hAPF (white pupae) based on the absence of male 
gonads. The following fly stocks were used: ato.14A-GAL4 (1), UAS-CD4-tdGFP on 2nd and 
3rd chromosomes (BDSC#35839 and BDSC#35836) (2), UAS-CD4-tdTomato (III) 
(BDSC#35837) (2), pBPhsFlp2::PEST (X) (3), UAS-FRT-STOP-FRT.CD4-tdGFP, UAS-
NotchdsRNA (BDSC#7077), UAS-Notchintra.GS (BDSC#52008) (4), lexAop-Notchintra (5), UAS-
CIBN::LexA-mcherry-p65::CRY2 (Gift from Kravitz lab)(6), UAS-LifeAct.RFP (III) 
(BDSC#58362), UAS-Lifeact-Ruby (II) (BDSC#35545), UASp-GFPS65C-alphaTub84B on 
2nd and 3rd chromosomes (BDSC#7374 and BDSC#7373) (7), pBPhsFlp2::PEST;;10UAS-
HA_V5_FLAG (3). 
 
Genotypes – The list of genotypes for all figures and supplementary material. 

Figure 1 
Fig. 1 A-B: pBPhsFlp2::PEST in attP3/w; +/+; ato.14A.GAL4, UAS-CD4.td-GFP/ 
pJFRC201-10XUAS-FRT>STOP>FRT-myr::smGFP-HA in VK0005, pJFRC240-
10XUASFRT>STOP>FRT-myr::smGFP-V5-THS-10XUAS-FRT>STOP>FRT-myr::smGFP-
FLAG 
Fig. 1 D-I: w/w ; +/+; ato.14A.GAL4, UAS-CD4.td-GFP  
Figure 2 
Fig. 2 A-D: w/w ; +/+; ato.14A.GAL4, UAS-CD4.td-GFP  
Fig. 2F: pBPhsFlp2::PEST in attP3/w; +/+; ato.14A.GAL4, UAS-CD4.td-GFP/ pJFRC201-
10XUAS-FRT>STOP>FRT-myr::smGFP-HA in VK0005, pJFRC240-
10XUASFRT>STOP>FRT-myr::smGFP-V5-THS-10XUAS-FRT>STOP>FRT-myr::smGFP-
FLAG 
Fig. 2 H-I: pBPhsFlp2::PEST in attP3/w; UAS-FRT>STOP>FRT-CD4.td-GFP/+ ; 
ato.14A.GAL4, UAS-CD4.td-Tomato/+ 
Figure 3 
Fig. 3A-B: w/w; UAS-Notchintra.GS/+; ato.14A.GAL4, UAS-CD4.td-GFP /+  
Fig. 3C, F-J: w/w; LexAop-Notchintra /+; ato.14A.GAL4, UAS-CD4.td-Tomato, UAS-
CIBN::LexA-mcherry-p65::CRY2/+ 
Fig. 3C, E: w/w; + /+; ato.14A.GAL4, UAS-CD4.td-Tomato, UAS-CIBN::LexA-mcherry-
p65::CRY2/+ 
Fig. 3 K, M, N, P: w/w ; +/+; ato.14A.GAL4, UAS-CD4.td-GFP / + 
Fig. 3 L, M, O, P: w/w ; +/+; ato.14A.GAL4, UAS-CD4.td-GFP / UAS-NotchdsRNA#7077 

Figure 4 
Fig. 4A: w/w; UAS-Lifeact-Ruby/+ ; ato.14A.GAL4, UAS-CD4.td-GFP /+  
Fig. 4B: w/w ; UASp-GFPS65C-alphaTub84B /+ ; ato.14A.GAL4/ UAS-LifeAct.RFP 
Fig. 4C: pBPhsFlp2::PEST in attP3/w ; UASp-GFPS65C-alphaTub84B /+ ; ato.14A.GAL4/ 
pJFRC201-10XUAS-FRT>STOP>FRT-myr::smGFP-HA, pJFRC240-
10XUASFRT>STOP>FRT-myr::smGFP-V5-THS-10XUAS-FRT>STOP>FRT-myr::smGFP-
FLAG 
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Fig. 4D-M: w/w ; UASp-GFPS65C-alphaTub84B /+ ; ato.14A.GAL4, UAS-CD4.td-Tomato 
 
Supplementary Figures: 
Fig. S1A-H: w/w ; +/+; ato.14A.GAL4, UAS-CD4.td-GFP / + 
Fig. S1I: w/w ; +/+; VT037804.GAL4, UAS-CD4.td-GFP / + 

Fig. S1J: w/w ; +/+; VT037804.GAL4, UAS-CD4.td-GFP / UAS-Notchintra.GS 

Fig. S1K: w/w ; +/+; ato.14A.GAL4, UAS-CD4.td-GFP / + 

 w/w ; +/+; ato.14.GAL4, UAS-CD4.td-GFP / UAS-NotchdsRNA#7077 

Fig. S2A-B, S3A-M: w/w ; UASp-GFPS65C-alphaTub84B /+ ; ato.14A.GAL4, UAS-CD4.td-
Tomato 
 
Movies: 
Movie 1-2: w/w ; +/+; ato.14A.GAL4, UAS-CD4.td-GFP / + 
Movie 3-4: pBPhsFlp2::PEST in attP3/w; UAS-FRT>STOP>FRT-CD4.td-GFP/+ ; 
ato.14A.GAL4, UAS-CD4.td-Tomato/+ 
Movie 5: Fig. 3G-H: w/w; UAS-Notchintra.GS/+; ato.14A.GAL4, UAS-CD4.td-GFP /+  
Movie 6-7-8-13-14: w/w ; UASp-GFPS65C-alphaTub84B /+ ; ato.14A.GAL4, UAS-CD4.td-
Tomato 
 
Clonal Induction – Multi-color flip out (MCFO) clone induction for fixed analysis [Fig. 1A-
B; Fig. 2F] and CD4-td.GFP flip-out clone induction for live imaging [Fig. 2H-I]. White pupae 
were collected and heat-shocked for 15min at 37°C, and then grown until the indicated 
developmental age or adulthood. 
 
Temporal Optogenetic activation of Notch – We used the UAS-LEXA.CRY system (Chan et 
al. 2015) to control the expression of the Notch receptor intracellular domain (NICD). The split 
LEXA-p65 transcription factor (TF) is expressed in the DCN under the control of the 
ato14A.GAL4 driver and is inactive in dark. Upon Blue light exposure, the CIBN/CRY system 
reconstitutes a functional LEXA-p65 TF, which activates the transcription of NICD. 
Fly crosses were kept in dark at 25°C. Females F1 white pupae (0hAPF) were collected under 
red light and raised in dark at 25°C until the indicated time point of blue light exposure. For the 
optogenetic induction, pupae were then transferred in a vial and put under constant blue light 
(Blue LED, tension 24V, from LED-motion Ref. 6302) until adulthood with the following 
parameters – Photons per surface unit per second: Np = 3.5e17 photons.m-2.s-1. Irradiance: I = 
1.5e-12 W.m-2. Wavelength: 470 nm.  
 
Immunostaining and fixed Imaging – An immunostaining was done for all the fixed data sets. 
Pupal and adult brains were dissected in PBS, fixed 20min in 3.7% paraformaldehyde (PFA). 
PBS. Washes were done in PBS, 0.4% Triton-X (PBST). Antibody incubations were performed 
in PBST, normal Donkey serum 1:200 (S30-100ML, Sigma-Aldrich), overnight at 4°C for 
primary antibodies and 3h at room temperature for secondary antibodies. Samples were 
mounted in Vectashield (Vector Laboratories, CA) and imaged using a 63X glycerol objective 
(NA=1.3) with a Leica TCS SP8-X white laser confocal microscope. 
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primary antibodies and 3h at room temperature for secondary antibodies. Samples were 
mounted in Vectashield (Vector Laboratories, CA) and imaged using a 63X glycerol objective 
(NA=1.3) with a Leica TCS SP8-X white laser confocal microscope. 
The following antibodies were used: anti-GFP (chicken, Abcam; ab13970, 1:500), anti-
mCherry (rabbit, Abcam; #ab167453, 1:500) or anti-DsRed (rabbit, ClonTech; 1:300) to stain 
against Tomato, anti-NCadherin (rat monoclonal, Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank; 
DN-Ex #8, 1:50), anti-Flag DYKDDDDK Epitope (rat monoclonal, Novusbio; NBP1-067-12 
clone L5, 1:200), anti-HA (rabbit monoclonal, Cell Signalling; C29F4, 1:300), anti-V5 clone 
SV5-Pk4 (mouse monoclonal, BioRad; MCA1360, 1:500), Alexa 405, 488, 554, 647, (Donkey, 
Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories, 1:500). 
 
Drosophila Intravital mounting – Pupae expressing two copies of the UAS-CD4.td-GFP 
transgene under the control of the promoter ato14A-GAL4 (1) were staged and aged at 25°C 
from 0 hours after puparium formation (hAPF) until the indicated hour for imaging. The cuticle 
surrounding the pupal head was then removed. Pupae were mounted by following the protocol 
described in Langen et al. 2015, to image the DCNs through the right eye. In order to compare 
the developing and adult DCN patterns from the same brain, pupae were then removed from 
the chamber after imaging and kept at 25°C until adulthood. The corresponding one-week-old 
adults were dissected, fixed and stained for further confocal imaging. 
 
Drosophila Brain culture – Ex-vivo Drosophila brain cultures were performed according to 
the methods described by Ozel et al. 2015(9). Pupal brains were dissected one hour before the 
imaging time point in Schneider’s Drosophila Medium. Two layers of 1x1 mm squares of 200 
mm tape were used as spacers. 
 
Nocodazole treatment - Pupal brains were dissected in Schneider’s Drosophila Medium 30min 
before the indicated time point (30hAPF or 48hAPF) of drug treatment, and embedded at the 
indicated time point into 0.4% low-melting agarose in culture medium (see Ozel et al. 2015) 
(8) complemented with 10µg/mL [33µM] final concentration of Nocodazole (SML1665-1ML, 
Sigma) or DMSO (D8418-50ML, Sigma). Embedded brains were then kept at 25°C in DMSO 
or Nocodazole supplemented culture medium for 6hours. After treatment, brains were removed 
from the Low-melted Agarose, fixed and immunostained as described above. For Ex-vivo live 
brains in Low-melted agarose were mounted as the regular protocol with drug supplemented 
Culture medium and were imaged 30min-1h after the drugs were added. 
 
Live Imaging acquisitions (Drosophila) – All Drosophila Live imaging experiments were 
acquired on a Leica SP8 MP 2-photon microscope with a 40X IRAPO water objective 
(NA=1.1), a Chameleon Ti:Sapphire laser and Resonant scanner with a single excitation laser 
at 896nm for either one color imaging (GFP) or two color imaging (GFP/Tomato). The 
Nocodazole Live imaging experiments were acquired on a Ultima 2Pplus Bruker 2-photon 
microscope with a N20X-PFH - 20X Olympus XLUMPLFLN Objective (1.00 NA, 2.0 mm 
WD) and Resonant scanner, 896nm excitation laser. 
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Image processing & analysis – During pupal development, the optic lobe undergoes a global 
rotation during the first half of the metamorphosis (10). Similarly, the Medulla rotates and is 
pulled by the Lamina from 25hAPF (11, 12). These rotations could be observed during our in-
vivo Intravital live-imaging and were corrected using the ‘Image Alignement’ module from 
Imaris (Bitplane, Switzerland). To quantify the number of total axonal structures (single and 
multi-fibers), the number of axonal fibers, the percentage of multi-fiber structures and the 
number of fibers per axonal structure [fig. 1H, fig. S1C, fig. S1G-J, fig. 2D, fig. 3E, fig. 3F, fig. 
3J, fig. 4E, fig. 4H, fig. 4L] for our fixed data set and each time point of our 4D data sets, axonal 
structures in the lobula/lobula plate chiasma were skeletonized using the ‘Filament Tracer’ 
module from Imaris (Bitplane, Switzerland). A structure was defined as “multi-fiber” when two 
or more fibers shared a least one contact point. To track axonal structures through time (fig. 1I, 
fig. S1D, fig. S1F, fig. S1F, fig. 2B, fig. 2C), which we called a “targeting event”, we used the 
‘TrackingLineage’ module from Imaris (Bitplane, Switzerland). Statistical analyses were 
performed using the non-parametric unpaired two-samples Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test in R. 
A Kolmogorov–Smirnov test was additionally performed in R to compare distributions (fig. S1 
H-J). 
 
In ovo electroporation – We used a plasmid encoding membrane-bound farnesylated td-
Tomato (td-Tomato-F) under the control of the Math1 enhancer and the β-globin promoter (13) 
to specifically label dI1 commissural axons in the chicken spinal cord. The chicken tubulin-
GFP sequence was subcloned from a pCAG tubulin-GFP plasmid into one with the Math1 
enhancer and the β-globin promoter. pCAG tubulin GFP was a gift from Felicitas Proels & 
Martin Scaal (Addgene plasmid #66105 ; http://n2t.net/addgene:66105 ; 
RRID:Addgene_66105)(14). In ovo electroporation was performed as described previously in 
a video protocol (15). Briefly, plasmids were injected alone (td-Tomato-F plasmid) or together 
with the tubulin-GFP plasmid at a concentration of 700 ng/µl each in the central canal of the 
neural tube of stage HH17-18 chicken embryos (16). A final concentration of 0.01% (vol/vol) 
of Fast Green was added to the plasmid mix to trace injection site and volume of the mix. 
Plasmids were unilaterally electroporated, using a BTX ECM830 square-wave electroporator 
(five pulses at 25 V with 50 ms duration each). After electroporation, embryos were covered 
with sterile PBS and eggs were sealed with tape and incubated at 39°C for 26–30 h, until 
embryos reached stage HH22. 
 
Live imaging of intact chicken spinal cords – Dissection, mounting and imaging of intact 
spinal cords were performed as previously described (13). Intact spinal cords were dissected 
from HH22 embryos and embedded, with the ventral side down, in a drop (100 µl) of 0.5% 
low-melting agarose (FMC) containing a 6:7 ratio of spinal cord medium (MEM with Glutamax 
(Gibco) supplemented with 4 mg/ml Albumax (Gibco), 1 mM pyruvate (Sigma), 100 Units/ml 
Penicillin, and 100 µg/ml Streptomycin (both Gibco) in a 35-mm Ibidi m-Dish with glass 
bottom (Ibidi, #81158). Once the agarose polymerized, 200 µl of spinal cord medium were 
added to the drop and live imaging was started. Live imaging recordings were performed with 
an Olympus IX83 inverted microscope equipped with a spinning disk unit (CSU-X1 10’000 
rpm, Yokogawa). Cultured spinal cords were kept at 37°C with 5% CO2 and 95% air in a PeCon 
cell vivo chamber. Temperature and CO2-levels were controlled by the cell vivo temperature 
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controller and the CO2 controller units (PeCon). Spinal cords were incubated for at least 30 min 
before imaging was started. We acquired 35-40 planes (1.5 µm spacing) of 2 x 2 binned z-stack 
images every 5 or 10 min for 12-24 hr with a 40x silicon oil objective (UPLSAPO S40x/1.25, 
Olympus) and an Orca-Flash 4.0 camera (Hamamatsu) with the help of Olympus CellSens 
Dimension 2.2 software. Maximum projections of Z-stack videos were generated and modified 
using Fiji/ImageJ (17). Heat maps of tubulin-GFP intensities were generated with the “Royal” 
Lookup table and growth cone boundaries were traced using the wand tool in Fiji/ImageJ. 
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Extended Data figures 

 
 

Fig. S1 
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Fig. S1 (A) Validation of the sequential DCN target innervation in fixed brain through 
development from 30 hour after pupation (hAPF) to adult. (B-C) Stabilized DCN pattern of brain 
developing from Figure 2A-D and their respective final adult pattern (B’-C’). In green: DCNs 
(CD4-tdGFP). Yellow stars: neuronal fibers that extend from the lobula (Lo) to the lobula plate 
(LP). (D-F) Single and multi fiber structures extending in the chiasma were tracked over time 
during Intravital live-imaging and defined a posteriori as medulla or lobula targeting (E) based on 
the final adult pattern (D) Number of medulla (Me) and lobula (Lo) targeting axonal structures 
through time from live imaging data. (E) Maximum length of Me- and Lo- targeting tracked axonal 
structures through (F) development and (F’) the final adult structure. (G) Intravital Imaging of 
developing DCN axons extending in the chiasma from the lobula (Lo), toward the lobula plate 
(LP) showing a multi-fiber structure targeting the medulla (Yellow arrow), a multi-fiber structure 
(white arrow) and a single fiber (magenta arrow) both retracting to the lobula. Medulla targeting 
structures (gray circle), lobula targeting structures (white circle). Green: DCNs (CD4-tdGFP). (H) 
Quantification of the percentage of multi fiber structures per lobe in adult fixed brains. Red star: 
Mean. (I) Notch overactivation (UAS-Nintra) in committed M-DCN during development did not 
prevent medulla targeting in adult. (K) Distribution of the number of fibers per multi fiber 
structures in control vs NotchRNA at 36hAPF (mean.ctrl= 4.06, mean.NRNAi= 4.33; Mann-
Whitney-Wilcoxon test: p= 0.33; A Kolmogorov–Smirnov test: p= 0.91) Scale bars: (A-B, I-
J)20µm; (G)10µm. 
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Fig. S2 
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Fig. S2 (A-B) Ex-vivo brain culture live imaging of (A) multi-fiber structures extending in the 
chiasma and then retracting to the lobula (Lo). (B) Low amount of Tubulin (black arrow) 
fluctuates between axonal fibers until it stabilizes one (white arrow). Green: Tubulin, magenta: 
membrane. (C) Live imaging of tubulin dynamics in transient dI1 axon growth cone splitting. 
Tubulin-GFP (in green) first localized to both branches (black arrowhead) at a low intensity, 
further stays and accumulates in the stabilized one (white arrowhead) and resorbs in the 
retracting one. Magenta: tdTomato-F. The heat map shows the tubulin-GFP signal in the 
growing axon (white line). Hi, high; Lo, low. (D) Distribution of the total number of fibers per 
axonal structure in the chiasma at 36hAPF and in adult brains (mean.36hAPF= 2.90, 
mean.Adult= 1.17; Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test: p<0.001; A Kolmogorov–Smirnov test: 
p<0.001). (E) Distribution of the number of Tubulin+ fibers (TubGFP) per axonal structures 
that contain TubGFP+ fibers in the chiasma at 36hAPF and in adult brains (mean.36hAPF= 
1.20, mean.Adult= 1.14; Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test: p= 0.39; A Kolmogorov–Smirnov test: 
p= 1.00). 
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Fig. S3 (A-G) Live imaging of Ex-vivo cultured brains treated with Nocodazole or DMSO 
during axon amplification. Green: Tubulin, magenta: membrane (CD4-tdGFP). High tubulin 
level (White arrow), Low tubulin level (Black arrow). (H-M) Ex-vivo cultured brains treated 
with Nocodazole (Ncdzl) or DMSO after M-DCN pattern stabilization from 48hAPF. (K) 
Quantification of the number of tubulin fibers and (L) the total number of fibers per lobe in the 
chiasma in control (DMSO) vs Nocodazole treatment (Ncdzl). Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test. 
Red star: Mean. Scale bars: (A-G)30µm; (I-J)20µm. 
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Movie S1. Intravital imaging of DCN developing axon. Related to Figure 1G. 21.5 hours 
time-lapse recording sequence (one stack every 20 min), starting from 30hAPF. White 
arrowhead: stabilized axonal structure. Green: CD4.tdGFP. Scale bar: 20µm. 
 
Movie S2. Intravital imaging of DCN developing axon in the Lo/LP chiasma. Related to 
Figure 2A. 22.33 hours time-lapse recording sequence (one stack every 30 min), starting from 
30hAPF. White arrowhead: stabilized axonal structure. Green: CD4.tdGFP. Scale bar: 10µm. 
 
Movie S3. Intravital imaging – Retracting DCN multi-fiber axonal structure in the Lo/LP 
chiasma. Related to Figure S1G. 22.33 hours time-lapse recording sequence (one stack every 
30 min), starting from 30hAPF. White arrowhead: stabilized axonal structure. Green: 
CD4.tdGFP. Scale bar: 10µm. 
 
Movie S4. Ex-vivo live imaging of DCN axon clone extending toward the chiasma with 
axonal amplification. Related to Figure 2H. 14.33 hours time-lapse recording sequence (one 
stack every 20 min), starting from 29hAPF. Green: CD4.tdGFP clone. Magenta: 
CD4.tdTomato. Scale bar: 10µm. 
 
Movie S5. Ex-vivo live imaging of DCN axon clone exploring the lobula. Related to Figure 
2I. 10 hours time-lapse recording sequence (one stack every 6min 44s), starting from 29hAPF. 
Green: CD4.tdGFP clone. Magenta: CD4.tdTomato. Scale bar: 10µm. 
 
Movie S6. Intravital imaging of DCN developing axon in the chiasma upon a Notch 
singling pathway overactivation (NotchAct). Related to Figure 3B. 19hours time-lapse 
recording sequence (one stack every 15min), starting from 26hAPF. White arrowhead: single 
fiber structures. Green: CD4.tdGFP. Scale bar: 10µm. 
 
Movie S7. Ex-vivo live imaging of Tubulin dynamic in developing DCN axon in the 
chiasma. Related to Figure 4D. 9hours 29min time-lapse recording sequence (one stack every 
20 min), starting from 30hAPF. Green: tubulin-GFP. Magenta: CD4.tdTomato. Scale bar: 
10µm. 
 
Movie S8. Ex-vivo live imaging of unstable multi-fiber structure from the chiasma to the 
lobula. Related to Figure S2A. 9hours 29min time-lapse recording sequence (one stack every 
20 min), starting from 30hAPF. Green: tubulin-GFP. Magenta: CD4.tdTomato. Scale bar: 20 
µm. 
 
Movie S9. Ex-vivo live imaging of Tubulin dynamic in developing DCN axon in the 
chiasma. Related to Figure S2B. 9hours 29min time-lapse recording sequence (one stack every 
20 min), starting from 30hAPF. Green: tubulin-GFP. Magenta: CD4.tdTomato. High tubulin 
level (White arrow), Low tubulin level (Black arrow). Scale bar: 20µm. 
 
Movie S10. Live imaging of dI1 axon growth cone transient splitting during midline 
crossing in chicken embryo spinal cord. 145-min time-lapse recording sequence (one stack 
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every 5 min). Black arrows: the consecutive transient splitting events. White arrowhead: the 
stabilized branch. Black arrowheads: the retracting branch. Scale bar: 10µm. 
 
Movie S11 Live imaging of tubulin dynamics in dI1 axon growth cone transient splitting. 
Related to Figure S2C. 240-min time-lapse recording sequence (one stack every 10 min). White 
arrows: transient growth cone. Black arrowheads: retracting branch. White arrowheads: 
stabilized branch. Green: tubulin-GFP. Magenta: tdTomato-F. The lower panel shows a heat 
map visualization of the tubulin-GFP signal. The white line shows the edge of the growing 
axon. Hi, high; Lo, low. Scale bar: 10µm. 
 
Movie S12. Ex-vivo live imaging of Tubulin dynamic in developing DCN axon in the 
chiasma – DMSO treatment from 30hAPF. Related to Figures S3B-C, S3F. 8hours time-
lapse recording sequence (one stack every 20 min). Green: tubulin-GFP. Magenta: 
CD4.tdTomato. White arrow: Stabilized Tubulin-rich axons. Scale bar: 30µm. 
 
Movie S13. Ex-vivo live imaging of Tubulin dynamic in developing DCN axon in the 
chiasma – Nocodazole treatment from 30hAPF. Related to Figures S3D-E, S3G. 8hours 
time-lapse recording sequence (one stack every 20 min). Green: tubulin-GFP. Magenta: 
CD4.tdTomato. White arrow: Stabilized Tubulin-rich axons. Black arrow: Retracting axon. 
Scale bar: 30µm. 
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